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Congratulations! An Introduction 

 

You are now the proud owner of an A-Level music handbook! This book contains key information about the 

course, including how you will be assessed, what you will learn and key knowledge.  

 

 

 

 

Some helpful guidelines to get you through the course in an efficient way: 

 

• Make sure you read any feedback on your work—there will sometimes be a response required to show you 

have given the issue due consideration and started to address any misunderstandings. You will save your-

self so much stress by approaching any misunderstandings head on through discussion with teachers, look-

ing through your notes and looking for any guidance on the internet.  

• A lot of your homework will be preparatory for the next lesson so make sure it is complete otherwise you 

will find the tasks in lesson harder than you might have otherwise found it. 

• Remember to read around a subject a little. Looking up article online or in the Grove Dictionary found in 

the music department library will help you enormously with contextual understanding of the set works and 

any analytical skills. 

• Keep your folder tidy. Make sure any sheets you given are hole-punched and are in the right part of your 

folder—don’t leave them loose as they will become untidy. 

• Use Teoria.com regularly to work on your general aural skills—this is typically where pupils have the most 

difficulty and it isn’t a quick fix so make sure you do it regularly. 

• Finally: enjoy it! You will develop lots of new skills during this course so try to use them as much as you can 

to access music in a way you previously haven’t! 

Remember: don’t worry if you’re finding something challenging, stick with it—

this is high level stuff!  

 

If your brain is fried and you 

need something else to do, I’ve 

hidden some quavers in this 

document. Try to find them. 

There are 10... 
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Folder Dividers 

 

Name your folder dividers as below from front to back. You will need 10 dividers. 

 

 

AoS 1—Bach 

AoS 1—Purcell 

AoS 1—Mozart 

AoS 1—Romantic Piano Music 

AoS 2—Pop 

AoS 5—Jazz 

Performance 

Composition 

Mock Exam Scripts 

General   
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Useful Websites and File Locations 

Teoria.com—this is an excellent website for practising aural skills. Do the exercises regularly (5 minutes every day 

or so). 

 

Google.com—there are actually a lot of useful materials out there which explain various musical subjects. So, if 

you are unsure about a musical term, a quick google search will often come up with a good example of it to help 

clarify the situation. 

 

 

M:\Music\A-level NEW—this has many of the scores on as well as other key documents for A-Level music should 

you need them e.g. recordings of the Romantic piano pieces and links to the Pop set works. 

Healthy Studying 

• The best time to revise new material/do your homework is as soon after the lesson as possible. You 

will have retained more information and you’ll solidify it more efficiently.  

• Aural skills will only improve with focussed, repeated practice of skills that are slightly harder than 

your current ability. You must be very self-aware when it comes to your own knowledge so you 

know exactly what you need to work on next and approach it head on—don’t stick your head in the 

sand; the problem won’t go away. Be proactive and think of how you’re going to overcome a chal-

lenge.  

• Break down big challenges into smaller more manageable chunks—remembering the information in 

your set works is perhaps the biggest memory challenge you will face. Breaking the pieces down into 

their individual components can aid in making the work more manageable e.g. melody, tonality, 

rhythm. 

• Get plenty of sleep—make sure your room is dark and don’t use your phone in bed.  

• Get plenty of exercise—this won’t prevent study stress but it’s very good to get out, have a change 

of scenery and  do something healthy.  

• Have a healthy balance of work and play in your life—giving yourself a small reward for completing 

some challenging work is a positive thing.  
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The Assessments of this Course 

 

There are 3 main sections to this course: Appraisal, Performance and Composition. 
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Important Dates 

Make sure these dates are written in your diary and you prepare for each event in good time.  

Occasionally dates have to change due to illness/unavoidable circumstances. We will notify you of any changes as 

soon as possible and you should amend these in the table below. 

Event Date Amended Dates 

Solo Performance Recording (Mock)      /11/2019  

Solo Performance Recording (Mock)      /03/2020  

Solo Performance Recording (Mock)      /11/2020  

Internal Exam Written Paper (Mock)      /01/2021  

Solo Performance Recording (Real)        /03/2021  

Composition Coursework Due 1/05/2021  

A-Level Written Exam     /06/2021  
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The Exam in Detail – 2 hours and 30 minutes 

Section A: Listening – 65 minutes TOTAL - 56 marks 

AoS1 – You must answer all questions asked in this Area of Study – spend 25 minutes – (average 75 seconds per mark) – 

there is no printed extract to follow 

They will present unfamiliar works that are similar to the set works. Some parallels might be: 

 
 

It’s a listening paper – there is no score to follow unless you have to dictate some missing notes. 

You will be asked general listening questions e.g. dictation (usually 6 marks). 

You will be asked to display your mastery of terms from the syllabus and your ability to aurally identify them (1 and 2 mark 

questions). 

You will be asked a 10 marker. You have encountered many 10 markers. An example might be ‘Analyse the musical features 

that are typical of a Baroque Solo Concerto’. 

 

Aos2 – You must also answer all questions relating to Popular Music (AoS2) and Jazz (AoS5) 

Pop – spend 20 minutes    (average of 66 seconds per mark) - Lots of 1 markers and a 10 marker 

Jazz – spend 20 minutes    (average of 66 seconds per mark) - Lots of 1 markers and a 10 marker 

 

 

Section B: Analysis – 40 minutes – 34 marks 

This section asks questions about the set works you have studied in AoS1 only. You must answer two of three possible ques-

tions. You will be provided with extracts of printed music. Recordings are provided. 

 

In the real exam, it is recommended that you spend 40 minutes on two sets of section B question questions (1 set = a few 1 

markers, a 5 marker and a 10 marker). This means you should spend a maximum of 12 minutes on a 10 marker.   

  

This equates to an average of 70 seconds per mark to complete Section B in time. 

Example 5 marker: “Analyse Bach’s approach to rhythm in the solo violin part of the excerpt, discussing ways in which this is 

typical of the Baroque concerto”. 

Example 10 marker: “Analyse how Bach uses musical elements to create contrast in this excerpt and explain how the excerpt 

relates to the 2nd movement as a whole” 

Set Work Parallel work possibly encountered in section A 

Marriage of Figaro Don Giovani 

Chopin/Brahms/Grieg Romantic Piano Music Chopin Prelude in Cm 

Bach Violin Concerto in Am Vivaldi – Concerto in Am 
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Section C: Essay 45 minutes – 30 marks 

You will write an essay on a single given title.  

 

Example essay question: “Choose two of the named artists. Explain how they have used a balance of repetition and surprise to 

create variety in their handling of musical structure”. 

 

Ensure all sentences have a point – do not babble, make sure you know why you are writing what you are writing and ALWAYS 

ANSWER THE QUESTION. 

 

Remember: 

If you don’t use it, you lose it! You must reuse learnt information to 

improve recall otherwise you will definitely forget it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Good luck! 

 

The Ebbinghaus Forgetting Curve 
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Syllabus: Musical Elements to be Mastered for the Exam 

The syllabus clearly lists the terms under various headings e.g. Melody, Rhythm, you are expected to  learn and 

demonstrate knowledge of these in the exam—you must know the syllabus backwards. Here are all the terms you 

will need to know. You will also learn some other terms during the course to develop your musicianship more gen-

erally during the course. 
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